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Nada Stanojevic <ceoncees@gmail.com> Tue, Aug 9, 2022 at 9:18 AM
To: Nursiah Chairunnisa <nursiah.chairunnisa@ulm.ac.id>

Nursiah Chairunnisa:

Thank you for submitting the manuscript, "Mechanical Behavior of Flowing Concrete and Early Strength Concrete with the Addition
of Type D and F Admixtures" to Journal of Applied Engineering Science. With the online journal management system that we are
using, you will be able to track its progress through the editorial process by logging in to the journal web site:

Manuscript URL: https://aseestant.ceon.rs/index.php/jaes/authorDashboard/submission/39542
Username: nursiah_chairunnisa1979

If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for considering this journal as a venue for your work.

Nada Stanojevic

Ovaj mejl je poslat sa sistemskog naloga. Ako želite da odgovorite na njega, molimo Vas da koristite sledeću adresu e-pošte:
This e-mail is sent from system account. To reply, please use the following e-mail address:
"Nursiah Chairunnisa"
nursiah.chairunnisa@ulm.ac.id

https://aseestant.ceon.rs/index.php/jaes/authorDashboard/submission/39542
mailto:nursiah.chairunnisa@ulm.ac.id
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SCIndeks Asistent <ceoncees@gmail.com> Wed, Aug 10, 2022 at 10:19 PM
Reply-To: Nada Stanojevic <nstanojevic@iipp.rs>
To: Nursiah Chairunnisa <nursiah.chairunnisa@ulm.ac.id>

You have a new notification from Journal of Applied Engineering Science:

You have been added to a discussion titled "Information" regarding the submission "Mechanical Behavior of Flowing Concrete and
Early Strength Concrete with the Addition of Type D and F Admixtures".

Link: https://aseestant.ceon.rs/index.php/jaes/authorDashboard/submission/39542

Nada Stanojevic

Ovaj mejl je poslat sa sistemskog naloga. Ako želite da odgovorite na njega, molimo Vas da koristite sledeću adresu e-pošte:
This e-mail is sent from system account. To reply, please use the following e-mail address:
"Nada Stanojevic"
nstanojevic@iipp.rs
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SCIndeks Asistent <ceoncees@gmail.com> Thu, Sep 8, 2022 at 3:22 PM
To: Nursiah Chairunnisa <nursiah.chairunnisa@ulm.ac.id>, Ade Yuniati Pratiwi <ade.pratiwi@ulm.ac.id>, Muhammad Syarif Syahputera
<muhammadsyarifsyahputera@gmail.com>, Ratni Nurwidayati <ratninurwidayat@ulm.ac.id>

Dear Nursiah Chairunnisa, Ade Yuniati Pratiwi, Muhammad Syarif Syahputera, Ratni Nurwidayati,

It is my pleasure to inform you that the review of your paper entitled Mechanical Behavior of Flowing Concrete and Early Strength
Concrete with the Addition of Type D and F Admixtures is now complete.

Reviewer present important points of criticism and a series of recommendations. 

If you choose to revise your manuscript it will be due into the Editorial Office by the October 10, 2022.

To prepare the revised version of the paper it is necessary:

(1) that you fulfill the requests of reviewer(s), below;
{$peerReviews}
(2) to make sure to rate each review; evaluation results are not available to reviewers; they are intended solely for the journal
editorial board, as well as the web publisher, for deciding about the award and acknowledgments for reviewers.

Reviewer 1
Reviewer 2

(3) to follow the instructions for authors especially the way of writing references (see http://www.engineeringscience.rs/instructions-
for-authors);

(4) To update the references list with newer (under 5 years) and relevant source (Scopus, WEB of Science...);

(5) To check the quality of the English language;

When you revise your manuscript in accordance with the requirements, please send it along with a detailed description of your
responses to the reviewer's comments. Please also enclose a separate copy of the revised manuscript in which you marked the
audits performed.

With kindly regards,

Gradimir Danon
Editor in Chief
gdanon@iipp.rs

Journal of Applied Engineering Science - JAES www.engineeringscience.rs

 

------------------------------------------------------
Reviewer A:

Dear authors,

Unfortunately, your paper is not good enough and does not provide a clear scientific novelty. However, Here are my benevolent
suggestions:
1- To update the references list with newer (under 5 years) and relevant source
2- More information should be added for the abstract...such as clear methodology, conclusion.
3- High numbers of figures and tables
4- Authors should explain W/C ratio, Mix Proportions
5- The introduction needs to be improved to support the introduction and discussion by recent references.
6- the authors need to add a paragraph about the contributions of this subject to knowledge.

Recommendation: Revisions Required

------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------
Reviewer B:

https://aseestant.ceon.rs/index.php/jaes/authorDashboard/authorRate/39542/56888
https://aseestant.ceon.rs/index.php/jaes/authorDashboard/authorRate/39542/56887
http://www.engineeringscience.rs/instructions-for-authors
mailto:gdanon@iipp.rs
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1. Thorough typing error correction should be conducted.
2. Before using any abbreviation, the full term must be explained in the text.
3. Abstract: the abstract needs to be summarized the main points and avoid unnecessary parts to better understanding and

readability.

-  Please underscore the scientific value added in the abstract. Add some of the most critical quantitative results to the Abstract.

1. Keywords:

- Keywords must indicate the main materials, tests, and methodology used in the study. However, it is required to revise the
keywords and write based on the points mentioned above.

1. Introduction section to be comprehensive and needs to improve.

- It is required to critically review types of the D and F admixtures.

1. Results and discussion:

- The results should be explained in more detail to a better understanding by readers and compared the findings with the existing
literature.

1. Conclusions:

- The conclusions need to be revised and improved. Please make sure the conclusion section underscores the scientific value
added to the paper and the applicability of the findings/results. The conclusions are very general, with unnecessary statements.

- Eliminate repetition.

Recommendation: Revisions Required

------------------------------------------------------

Ovaj mejl je poslat sa sistemskog naloga. Ako želite da odgovorite na njega, molimo Vas da koristite sledeću adresu e-pošte:
This e-mail is sent from system account. To reply, please use the following e-mail address:
"Gradimir Danon"
gdanon@iipp.rs

nursiah chairunnisa <nursiah.chairunnisa@ulm.ac.id> Sun, Oct 9, 2022 at 10:41 PM
To: SCIndeks Asistent <ceoncees@gmail.com>

Dear  Editor   

We greatly appreciate the all comments provided on our  article.  We made sure that each one of the reviewer comments has been
addressed carefully and the paper is revised accordingly.   

Here attached the new article that already resubmitted  at Journal of Applied Engineering Science  also attached the detailed
responses to the reviewer’s comments

Best regards,

Authors

[Quoted text hidden]

2 attachments

The responses to the reviewer’s comments.pdf
127K

Manuscript Article Revision.docx
654K
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Authors Questionnaire

Please be sure to answer this short questionnaire. Its only
purpose is to analyse the usefulness of reviews in order to
improve the the reviewing procedures. Your answers will not be
available to the reviewers.

Notes:

a.   Rate the usefulness, rather than scientific level of the reviews.

b.    Consult your co-authors if there are any.

1. introduction, setting the problem, topic conceptualization,
selection and review of the literature cited*

significantly

partially

not at all (or there was no comment/suggestion)

2. description of method, presentation of results (tables and
graphs), statistical reasoning (inferences/conclusions)*

significantly

partially

not at all (or there was no comment/suggestion)

3. results discussion, line of arguments, terminology,
readability*

significantly

partially

not at all (or there was no comment/suggestion)

4. overall quality, fundamental contribution, general
conclusions, key messages*

significantly

partially

not at all (or there was no comment/suggestion)

Confirm
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SCIndeks Asistent <ceoncees@gmail.com> Thu, Sep 8, 2022 at 3:22 PM
To: Nursiah Chairunnisa <nursiah.chairunnisa@ulm.ac.id>, Ade Yuniati Pratiwi <ade.pratiwi@ulm.ac.id>, Muhammad Syarif Syahputera
<muhammadsyarifsyahputera@gmail.com>, Ratni Nurwidayati <ratninurwidayat@ulm.ac.id>

Dear Nursiah Chairunnisa, Ade Yuniati Pratiwi, Muhammad Syarif Syahputera, Ratni Nurwidayati,

It is my pleasure to inform you that the review of your paper entitled Mechanical Behavior of Flowing Concrete and Early Strength
Concrete with the Addition of Type D and F Admixtures is now complete.

Reviewer present important points of criticism and a series of recommendations. 

If you choose to revise your manuscript it will be due into the Editorial Office by the October 10, 2022.

To prepare the revised version of the paper it is necessary:

(1) that you fulfill the requests of reviewer(s), below;
{$peerReviews}
(2) to make sure to rate each review; evaluation results are not available to reviewers; they are intended solely for the journal
editorial board, as well as the web publisher, for deciding about the award and acknowledgments for reviewers.

Reviewer 1
Reviewer 2

(3) to follow the instructions for authors especially the way of writing references (see http://www.engineeringscience.rs/instructions-
for-authors);

(4) To update the references list with newer (under 5 years) and relevant source (Scopus, WEB of Science...);

(5) To check the quality of the English language;

When you revise your manuscript in accordance with the requirements, please send it along with a detailed description of your
responses to the reviewer's comments. Please also enclose a separate copy of the revised manuscript in which you marked the
audits performed.

With kindly regards,

Gradimir Danon
Editor in Chief
gdanon@iipp.rs

Journal of Applied Engineering Science - JAES www.engineeringscience.rs
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Dear authors,
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Ovaj mejl je poslat sa sistemskog naloga. Ako želite da odgovorite na njega, molimo Vas da koristite sledeću adresu e-pošte:
This e-mail is sent from system account. To reply, please use the following e-mail address:
"Gradimir Danon"
gdanon@iipp.rs

nursiah chairunnisa <nursiah.chairunnisa@ulm.ac.id> Sun, Oct 9, 2022 at 10:41 PM
To: SCIndeks Asistent <ceoncees@gmail.com>

Dear  Editor   

We greatly appreciate the all comments provided on our  article.  We made sure that each one of the reviewer comments has been
addressed carefully and the paper is revised accordingly.   

Here attached the new article that already resubmitted  at Journal of Applied Engineering Science  also attached the detailed
responses to the reviewer’s comments

Best regards,

Authors

[Quoted text hidden]

2 attachments

The responses to the reviewer’s comments.pdf
127K

Manuscript Article Revision.docx
654K
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SCIndeks Asistent <ceoncees@gmail.com> Sun, Oct 9, 2022 at 11:24 PM
To: Nursiah Chairunnisa <nursiah.chairunnisa@ulm.ac.id>, Ade Yuniati Pratiwi <ade.pratiwi@ulm.ac.id>, Muhammad Syarif Syahputera
<muhammadsyarifsyahputera@gmail.com>, Ratni Nurwidayati <ratninurwidayat@ulm.ac.id>
Cc: nstanojevic@iipp.rs, office@engineeringscience.rs

Dear Nursiah Chairunnisa, Ade Yuniati Pratiwi, Muhammad Syarif Syahputera, and Ratni Nurwidayati,

It is my pleasure to inform you that your paper entitled Mechanical Behavior of Flowing Concrete and Early Strength Concrete with
the Addition of Type D and F Admixtures is accepted for publication in the Journal of Applied Engineering Science. 

In short time you will be contacted by Technical editor in order to resolve questions related to payment, publication, official
acceptance letter (if needed).

With kindly regards,

Gradimir Danon
Editor in Chief
gdanon@iipp.rs

Journal of Applied Engineering Science - JAES www.engineeringscience.rs

Ovaj mejl je poslat sa sistemskog naloga. Ako želite da odgovorite na njega, molimo Vas da koristite sledeću adresu e-pošte:
This e-mail is sent from system account. To reply, please use the following e-mail address:
"Gradimir Danon"
gdanon@iipp.rs

mailto:gdanon@iipp.rs
mailto:gdanon@iipp.rs
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SCIndeks Asistent <ceoncees@gmail.com> Mon, Oct 17, 2022 at 5:55 AM
To: Nursiah Chairunnisa <nursiah.chairunnisa@ulm.ac.id>, Ade Yuniati Pratiwi <ade.pratiwi@ulm.ac.id>, Muhammad Syarif Syahputera
<muhammadsyarifsyahputera@gmail.com>, Ratni Nurwidayati <ratninurwidayat@ulm.ac.id>

Nursiah Chairunnisa, Ade Yuniati Pratiwi, Muhammad Syarif Syahputera, Ratni Nurwidayati:

The editing of your submission, "Mechanical Behavior of Flowing Concrete and Early Strength Concrete with the Addition of Type D
and F Admixtures," is complete. We are now sending it to production.

Submission URL: https://aseestant.ceon.rs/index.php/jaes/authorDashboard/submission/39542

Nada Stanojevic
Journal of Applied Engineering Science
nstanojevic@iipp.rs

Ovaj mejl je poslat sa sistemskog naloga. Ako želite da odgovorite na njega, molimo Vas da koristite sledeću adresu e-pošte:
This e-mail is sent from system account. To reply, please use the following e-mail address:
"Nada Stanojevic"
nstanojevic@iipp.rs
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nursiah chairunnisa <nursiah.chairunnisa@ulm.ac.id>
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2 messages

office@engineeringscience.rs <office@engineeringscience.rs> Mon, Oct 10, 2022 at 2:21 PM
To: nursiah.chairunnisa@ulm.ac.id, ade.pratiwi@ulm.ac.id, muhammadsyarifsyahputera@gmail.com, ratninurwidayat@ulm.ac.id

Dear Authors,

With great pleasure we would like to inform you that your paper under the title: Mechanical Behavior of Flowing Concrete and Early
Strength Concrete with the Addition of Type D and F Admixtures

is accepted for publication in our Journal of Applied Engineering Science.

For paper publication you need to pay article processing cost.

APC of 350 Euros per article is introduced for all manuscripts accepted for publication in the
JOURNAL OF APPLIED ENGINEERING SCIENCE.

We want to indicate that THE COST OF INTERNATIONAL INTERBANK TRANSACTIONS SHOULD BE PAID BY THE CLIENT.

The costs of international interbank transactions are not the costs that the Institute should pay.

Please find attached proforma invoice as well as payment instructions.

We will be pleased to publish your article in our jurnal. In order to publish your article in the Journal of Applied Engineering Science,
in accordance with the new paper preparation model, please submit the final version of the article according to the instructions
given in the attachment (section FINAL SUBMISSION MANUSCRIPT FORMAT).

For the efficiency of this process, we provide you with a *.doc and a *.pdf file.

Please submit the final version here with the proof of payment.

Looking forward to your answer.

Kind regards,
Editorial office
Journal of Applied Engineering Science
E_mail: office@engineeringscience.rs

3 attachments

PF INVOICE JAES‐2021‐19-257.pdf
347K

Instruction for payment-IIPP-BI-EUR.pdf
77K

JAES-instructions-for-authors.docx
56K

nursiah chairunnisa <nursiah.chairunnisa@ulm.ac.id> Sun, Oct 16, 2022 at 1:15 PM
To: office@engineeringscience.rs

Dear Sir,
We want to inform you that we already have paid for the article processing cost at October, 14th, 2022 from Bank Central Asia at
Indonesia
for our article with entitled MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF FLOWING CONCRETE AND EARLY STRENGTH CONCRETE WITH
THE ADDITION OF TYPE D AND F ADMIXTURES (ID.39542)

 here, we attached the proof of payment from national bank at Indonesia and final submission file (*doc and *pdf file)
 
Looking forward  your answer for the next step of publication of our article
 
Kind regards,
Nursiah Chairunnisa
[Quoted text hidden]
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